The Curriculum Portfolio

Achieving interoperability with curriculum is now a reality.

As instructors assess and develop curriculum to meet the needs of today’s students, maximize content that is already proven effective by maintaining a digital portfolio of all your university's offerings. Bridge the gap between departments by intentionally creating visibility within the entire ecosystem.

**Tagging**
Tag any message, assessment, or content page with identifiable competencies or skills. This metadata allows for ease of searching and retrievability.

**Customized Portfolio**
Build and organize a custom digital portfolio for efficient access, from syllabus, to the required materials, to supporting articles or exercises.

**Institutional Knowledge**
Document changes to ensure changes to curriculum are documented and retrievable for future decision making.

**Secured Access**
Create a distribution list or select individual users to any of the features within the platform. Control and maintain access to the secured platform.

Introducing **Efficiencies** to Higher Education